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The Honda Odyssey has long set the minivan benchmark – just check out its lengthy list of laurels, honors and awards. And for many makers, that would be 
enough. But for 56 years, Honda has measured success by a unique philosophy. It’s one defıned by a desire for innovation, by the joy of discovery and by a 
passion for building truly exceptional vehicles. You see it in how we race cars to learn, as well as to win. It’s in our commitment to the environment and in our con-
stantly advancing safety technology. And you see it in how we never lose sight of a simple truth that Mr. Honda himself knew so well: Driving should 
be fun. This kind of thinking changed the rules, and made Odyssey the minivan of choice for years. Now, the all-new 2005 Odyssey is ready to raise 
the bar even higher, showcasing technologies and features that will anticipate your needs, and exceed your expectations. And the new Touring model takes the 
minivan to the realm of flagship luxury sedans. Indeed, the 2005 Odyssey will – once again – redefıne just how good we know a minivan can be.

Making the best even better took everything we know.



Odyssey Touring shown in Silver Pearl Metallic.



Odyssey EX shown in Redrock Pearl.



The Odyssey was awarded the “All-Star for Best Minivan” by Automobile Magazine six years in a row, including 2004. 
And it also beat all comers in the Car and Driver full-size 2004 minivan comparison.1 And IntelliChoice again named 
Odyssey a Best Overall Value of the Year in its segment.2 Only Honda would take a vehicle as lauded as the Odyssey and 
then restyle it, rethink it and reinvigorate it end-to-end. We think the experts may have to invent some new awards.

Odyssey LX:
255-hp, 3.5-Liter, 24-Valve, SOHC VTECR V-6 

Engine • 5-Speed Automatic Transmission 

• ULEV-2 Emissions Rating • Anti-Lock Braking 

System (ABS) with Electronic Brake Distribution 

(EBD) and Brake Assist • Drive-by-Wire Throttle 

SystemT • Vehicle Stability Assist (VSAR)

with Traction Control • 4-Wheel Independent 

Suspension • Advanced Compatibility 

EngineeringT (ACET) Body Structure 

• Front, Side and Side Curtain Airbags 

with Rollover Sensor • 120-Watt AM/FM/CD 

Audio System with 4 Speakers • Power

Windows (Front and 2nd Row) • 15 Beverage 

Holders • In-Floor Storage (2nd-Row) • One-

Motion 60/40-Split 3rd-Row Magic SeatR
• Air Conditioning • Cruise Control

Odyssey EX:
Adds to or replaces LX features: 

Power Sliding Doors • 120-Watt AM/FM/

XMR-Ready3/6-Disc In-Dash CD Changer Audio System 

with 6 Speakers • Tri-Zone Climate Control (front:

dual automatic, rear: manual) • Heated Power Mirrors 

• HomeLinkR Remote System4 • Conversation 

Mirror with Sunglasses Holder • Steering Wheel-

Mounted Audio Controls • Ambient Console Lighting 

• Driver’s Seat with 8-Way Power Adjustment 

• Stowable 2nd-Row PlusOne SeatT • Integrated

Sunshades (2nd-Row) • In-Floor Storage with Lazy Susan

Odyssey EX with Leather:
Adds to or replaces EX features: 

255-hp, 3.5-Liter, 24-Valve, SOHC i-VTECR V-6 Engine

• Variable Cylinder ManagementT (VCMT) • Power

Moonroof • Leather-Trimmed Interior • Heated Front 

Seats • Available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation 

SystemT with Voice Recognition5 and Rearview Camera 

• Available XMR Satellite Radio6 • Available Honda DVD 

Entertainment System 

Odyssey Touring:
Adds to or replaces EX with Leather features: 

• 360-Watt AM/FM/XM-Ready3/6-Disc

In-Dash CD Changer Premium Audio 

System with 7 Speakers, Including 

Subwoofer • Power Adjustable Pedals 

• Two-Position Memory for Driver’s 

Seat • Removable 2nd-Row Center Console 

MichelinR PAXR System Run-Flat Technology7

• Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

• Power Tailgate • 17 Beverage Holders 

• Auto-On/Off Headlights • Body-Colored 

Parking Sensors • Tri-Zone Automatic 

Climate Control • 115-Volt Power Outlet 

• Programmable Multi-Information Display 



We know who never 
asks for directions.

It’s a good feeling having those GPS satellites looking out for you. It’s just one of the 
ways the new Odyssey is equipped for mile after mile of carefree exploration, 
long-distance comfort and loads of fun. Climb on in and enjoy a motoring experience 
unlike any other – one that can turn even the daily drive into a big adventure.

Odyssey EX with Leather shown in Desert Rock Metallic.

When wide-open spaces beckon, hit the road in a new Odyssey. Go get lost. Or 
know exactly where you are without ever having to stop and ask. Wıth the available
Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System5 as your faithful guide, you’ll 
have the comfort of knowing that how lost you really get is completely up to you. 



Global positioning system (GPS) satellites pinpoint your location virtually 

anywhere in the 48 contiguous states.* Enter a destination, and you’re guided 

there with clear directions and voice prompts. The voice recognition system 

will recognize over 600 commands, like “find nearest gas station.” 

And you can even use it to control the audio and climate systems, and more.

*Some roads unverified. See the navigation system owner’s manual for more details on coverage.

Route planning is a snap with the available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation 
System. Its new flip-down touch screen is your window to 8.0 gigabytes of 
maps and 7 million points of interest – even Zagat SurveyR restaurant data.8 The 
voice recognition feature gives you hands-free access to much of that data. Touch 
a button, and the screen motors down to reveal the 6-disc in-dash CD changer. 



Whether you call it mere convenience 

or “driver-focused design,” some things 

just make sense, like steering wheel-
mounted audio-system, cruise and 

voice-recognition controls (available on

select models) that keep your hands 

on the wheel – and your eyes on the road.

When designing the all-new Odyssey’s 

interior, we focused on function and 

creature comfort. So there’s smart design 

like an easy-to-reach and out-of-the-way 

dash-mounted shifter. Add luxuries like 

leather seating (available on EX) with

heated front seats for chilly mornings.

With a full life and a full van, it seems you 

never have trouble filling up the glove 

box too. So the Odyssey offers up dual 
glove compartments. They’ll help 

you keep things organized, and will give 

you plenty of storage space for all your 

maps, tools, pens and to-do lists. 

Just about as good as eyes in the back 

of your head, the new conversation 
mirror (most models) pulls double 

duty as a flip-down sunglasses holder. 

HomeLink buttons on select models 

stand by, operating up to three remote-

controlled devices, like garage doors.

Odyssey Touring interior shown in Ivory Leather with available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation and DVD Entertainment Systems.



Before you even step inside, the ’05 Odyssey obeys commands through a key fob that operates the 
door locks, the power sliding doors on most models and even the Touring model’s new

power tailgate. Vents and lights at all three passenger rows, and a new tri-zone climate 

control system in select models, get everyone in their very own comfort zone. Touring 
models even have a programmable multi-information display, complete with compass 

and a miles-to-empty function. Whether driving or riding, this is the place to be. 

When you want a fresh perspective, slide back 

the Odyssey’s large power moonroof on 

models with leather. It’s yet another motorized 

marvel in the new Odyssey’s bag of tricks – like 

power windows, mirrors and door locks. And all 

that power is placed right at your fingertips.



Thoughtful technological touches help 

set the Odyssey apart, like lightweight 

wireless headphones featuring

Personal Surround. They turn on and off 

with a twist, and fold flat to store easily. 

Rear passengers can enjoy DVD movies 

or other audio sources without disturbing 

the driver. And with the rear audio/video 

inputs, they can even play video games
or view virtually any other media source.

Here, entertainment is no afterthought. Standard in LX is a 120-watt 
AM/FM/CD system, and the EX model adds 2 speakers and a 6-disc 
in-dash CD changer. Taking center stage in Touring models is a 360-watt 

premium audio system with 7 speakers, including a subwoofer. And select 
models even get XM Satellite Radio6 or are XM-ready.3 Choose from over 120 digital- 
quality channels, and get commercial-free music, plus real-time traffıc and weather 

reports. And the available Honda DVD Entertainment System now boasts an impressively large 
9-inch screen. Nothing will please the pack in back like their own mobile movie theater. 

Passengers get easy access through the 

power side doors on most models. 

And drivers will be quick to get situated, 

too, finding a perfect fit thanks to the 

adjustable steering column and an 8-way 

power seat on all EX models. Whether 

you’re long of limb or shorter in stature, 

we want the Odyssey to fit its driver as 

best it can. So new for ‘05 are innovative 

power adjustable pedals on the 

Touring model that can move the gas and 

brake pedals closer to your feet. 

We’ve given gadget lovers lots to love. On the 

factory-integrated Honda DVD Entertainment 

System, the control panel faceplate becomes a 

remote control. New for 2005, technophiles 

can have both the Honda DVD Entertainment 

System and the Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation 

System on models with the leather interior. The 

Odyssey will do it all, and now, you can have it all.

Image courtesy of Universal Studios



We know clutter happens to the best of us.
Sure, the new Odyssey is luxurious and loaded with high-tech 
Honda thinking. But you know as well as we do that life is never 
clutter-free. So we also focused on pure function, fınding smarter 

ways to anticipate life’s demands – like at least 15 beverage 

holders, and clever in-floor storage. Just a couple examples of 
the ways the Odyssey can help in your fıght to keep it clean.

Odyssey Touring interior shown in Gray Leather with available Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation and DVD Entertainment Systems.



When you’re ready to reconfıgure, the Odyssey 
can meet the challenge in a multitude of ways.  
For starters, EX models let you move the handy 
PlusOne Seat to the storage area in the floor. The 
second-row center console in Touring models can 
be removed for extra space. And then you can 
really get creative, because Odyssey offers a huge 
variety of passenger and cargo possibilities.

An 8-way power-adjustable driver’s seat on most models 
makes chauffeur duty a joy. Touring models also have a memory 
feature that can accommodate the favorite settings for two drivers. 
The removable second-row seats can push together, pull apart 
and slide up for easy third-row access. And a 60/40-split third-row
Magic Seat folds flat in one motion to make a big cargo 
area – without removing the head restraints.

Inside the new Odyssey, passengers are in for 
a few treats. Seating is not only luxurious, but 
highly confıgurable, with room for up to eight 
in EX models, thanks to a stowable 2nd-row 
PlusOne Seat. Remove it and you create 
some extra space between the two deeply 
padded, full-size second-row seats. In fact, 
the Odyssey’s second row treats you like fırst 
class – even on long trips.

Pull out the PlusOne Cushion. Give the second row a tray. Or fold it all up to make space. The in-floor storage is flexible. So it’s all there when you need it.



The ’05 Odyssey puts a new spin on space. Most 

models feature an ingenious Lazy Susan 
rotating storage area in the hidden in-floor 

storage space. Stow kids’ games, dog toys, work 

stuff or play stuff. It’s large enough to hold lots of 

things, keeping them organized and out of the 

way – but quickly accessible. If you want a single 

larger storage area, you can remove the Lazy 

Susan altogether. And the cover is lockable, making 

it a great place to keep valuables out of sight. 

The Odyssey features abundant storage space.* There are door 

pockets, seatback pockets (EX and Touring) and a flip-down 

tray between the front seats that even offers handy bag hooks. 

Touring models come with a unique second-row center 
console that ups the ante with its bigger beverage-holding, 

CD/DVD-storing, tray-providing capabilities. And it’s a snap to 

remove to make more floor space. So you can take it or leave it.

*Honda reminds you to properly secure items stored in the cargo area. 



The Odyssey Touring model has a 

115-volt rear power outlet in the 

third row. You can use it to directly 

power electronic devices like the 

kids’ video game console, or to 

power a laptop or other electronics. 

You’ll never need to lug around a 

power inverter again.

We all know that moving people is also about moving people’s stuff. And the 
Odyssey’s huge capacity makes it a better utility vehicle than many SUVs. 
Take the whole crew – it saets up to 8 people (EX)–or reconfıgure the rear seats 
to carry loads of luggage, camping gear, or whatever the day’s agenda demands. 
On Touring models, a new power tailgate gives you access to 147 cubic feet 
of cargo room with the second-row seats removed. How’s that for a big idea?

New for 2005, the dual sliding doors 

now also feature the extra convenience 

of power second-row windows,

offering more rear passenger control. 

The new sunshades on most models 

offer increased comfort, too. 



We know who won’t hang 
up the driving gloves.

You want versatility, but you also love to drive. Wıth a 255-hp engine, the 
Odyssey moves with an eagerness that belies its big capabilities. And that 
engine is packed with the latest innovative Honda engineering, so you get all 
that power with effıciency, economy and lower emissions, too. And when the 

road curves, you’ll enjoy responsive handling inspired by European luxury sedans. 
Wıth its rack-and-pinion steering, a 4-wheel independent suspension with double 
wishbones in back and powerful 4-wheel disc brakes, the new Odyssey performs 
like it doesn’t even know it’s a minivan.

Odyssey EX shown in Slate Green Metallic.



Odyssey Touring shown in Nighthawk Black Pearl.

A drive in the all-new Odyssey is just as refined as it is 

inspiring. A rubber-isolated rear subframe provides 

a smoother, quieter ride. New aerodynamics decrease 

wind noise. And the models with our new Variable Cylinder 

Management (VCM) technology are also equipped with an 

electronic Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) system 

that helps control engine noise within the passenger cabin.

You could call Odyssey the hot rod of minivans. Its heart 

is a potent 3.5-liter V-6 engine that showcases high-

tech Honda thinking like a new Drive-by-Wire Throttle 

System for smooth power delivery. And its 5-speed
automatic transmission offers you enhanced 

acceleration as well as economy. 



Honda is well-known for engines that blend high 

performance with durability and efficiency. 

The all-new engine specially created for the ’05 

Odyssey is a prime example, producing up to 255 

hp and 250 lb.-ft. of torque – on regular gas –
for quick, confident passes and a 3,500-lb. towing 

capacity.9 And you also get great fuel economy,10

an Ultra-Low-Emission Vehicle (ULEV-2) rating,

and a 105,000-mile tune-up interval.*

You knew it before you did the math: Smaller engines use less fuel. And that’s the idea behind 
Honda’s new Variable Cylinder Management (VCM) system. It’s the brains behind the 3.5-liter 
i-VTEC engine that’s standard on Odyssey models with leather interior. Powered by the intelli-
gence of i-VTEC technology, VCM quickly and seamlessly activates or deactivates the three rear 
cylinders, depending on the driver’s demands. So you get the best of both worlds: V-6 power 
when accelerating or climbing, as well as the effıciency of a smaller engine while cruising.

mpgV-  6 -3 =28
Cruise under light engine loads 

and VCM deactivates the three rear 

cylinders. The intake and exhaust 

valves remain closed, while fuel 

injection is paused. This can help 

deliver an EPA highway mileage 

rating of 28 mpg.10,11 Road trippers 

take note, that’s a potential range 

of nearly 588 miles.10†

VCM works without the driver even 

noticing it’s there. When accelerating, 

all six cylinders of the 3.5-liter V-6 are 

firing, providing all the exhilaration 

of 255 hp and 250 lb-ft of torque. 

Trademark Odyssey performance – 

for brisk highway passing or strong 

towing – is never compromised.

* Does not apply to fluid and filter changes. 
See your owner’s manual for details.

† Approximate driving range based on EPA 
highway mileage estimates and fuel-tank 
capacity for EX with Leather and Touring 
models. The range of your vehicle may vary.



Odyssey Touring shown in Silver Pearl Metallic.



Odyssey Touring shown in Ocean Mist Metallic.

We know that 
safety means 
expecting the 
unexpected.

Honda has long been a leader in developing and applying advanced safety technology. 
Ongoing research at the exceptionally sophisticated Honda R&D laboratories is playing 
a critical role in the ongoing evolution of our automotive “safety for everyone” effort. 
Through a comprehensive approach to vehicle safety, Honda seeks to provide top-level 

occupant protection in all of our cars and trucks – regardless of size or price – plus 
reduced aggressiveness toward other vehicles and improved safety for pedestrians. 
And in the ’05 Odyssey, we showcase some of our newest innovations, giving drivers 
an extra degree of protection and peace of mind.

With MichelinR PAXR System,7 new on the 

Odyssey Touring model, you’ll discover new 

levels of confidence driving in an uncertain 

world. In the event of a puncture, you can still 

travel at 50 mph up to 125 miles.
Its specially designed larger wheel contains 

a flexible support ring and is anchored to 

a unique low-profile tire that even enhances 

handling. PAX System is the latest in run-flat 

tire technology – and has been featured on 

some of Europe’s most luxurious vehicles. 

Touring models also feature Honda’s Tire 

Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS), which 

monitors each tire and alerts the driver 

of the specific tire with low pressure. 



Front airbags,* front side airbags and 3-row side curtain airbags 

with a rollover sensor are standard. The dual-stage, dual-threshold 

front airbags deploy at one of two rates and thresholds depending 

on the severity of impact and seat-belt use. Sensors prevent the 

deployment of the passenger’s side airbag if a child or small adult is 

in the airbag’s deployment path.

* Honda reminds you and your passengers to always buckle up.

Front airbags inflate and deflate in a fraction of a second.

On navigation system-equipped 

models, the navigation screen 

doubles as a display for the 

innovative, full-color rearview 

camera. When you shift into 

reverse, the screen offers a clear 

view of the area immediately 

behind the vehicle. Parking sensors 

in Touring models also help keep

you more aware of your space.



ACE Structure

Conventional 
Structure

The Odyssey’s front and rear crush 

zones are engineered to absorb and 

dissipate impact energy, helping to 

protect the passenger compartment. 

Honda’s Advanced Compatibility Engineering (ACE) body structure incorporates 

a front-end frame structure that absorbs and disperses crash energy over a 

larger area. ACE increases Odyssey passenger protection, and makes it more 

crash-compatible with vehicles of differing ride heights.

The Odyssey’s rigid safety cell is 

engineered to maintain its size and 

shape in multiple crash directions, and 

to resist the intrusion of crash 

forces in the event of an impact.

VSAUndersteerOversteer

All 2005 Odysseys now feature Honda’s sophisticated 

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) system. Working with 

ABS and electronic throttle control, VSA enhances
stability by detecting oversteer or understeer, and 

braking individual wheels and/or reducing throttle to 

help restore the driver’s intended path of travel.

No fewer than fıve 2004 Honda models received 5-star ratings from the 
National Highway Traffıc Safety Administration (NHTSA) in both frontal 
and side-impact testing – more models than any other brand. And the new 
Odyssey is targeted to achieve top ratings in government testing, too.

Odyssey safety is fortifıed with a host of standard features like anti-lock 
braking (ABS) with a new Brake Assist feature, Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA), 
3-point seat belts at all positions and the Lower Anchors and Tethers for 
Children (LATCH) system for easy installation of compatible child seats.



odyssey specifi cations & features
Engineering LX  EX  EX with Leather Touring

Engine Type  V-6 V-6 V-6 V-6

Engine Block/Cylinder Head Aluminum-Alloy Aluminum-Alloy Aluminum-Alloy Aluminum-Alloy

Displacement (cc) 3471 3471 3471 3471

Horsepower @ rpm (SAE net) 255 @ 5750 255 @ 5750 255 @ 5750 255 @ 5750

Torque (lb.-ft. @ rpm) 250 @ 5000 250 @ 5000 250 @ 4500 250 @ 4500

Redline (rpm) 6300 6300 6300 6300

Bore and Stroke (mm) 89 x 93 89 x 93 89 x 93 89 x 93

Compression Ratio  10.0:1 10.0:1 10.0:1 10.0:1

Valve Train 24-Valve SOHC VTECR 24-Valve SOHC VTEC 24-Valve SOHC i-VTECR 24-Valve SOHC i-VTEC

Multi-Point Fuel Injection • • • •

Drive-by-Wire Throttle SystemT • • • •

Variable Cylinder ManagementT (VCMT)   • •

Active Control Engine Mount System (ACM)   • •

Active Noise Cancellation (ANC)   • •

CARB Emissions Rating ULEV-2 ULEV-2 ULEV-2 ULEV-2

Direct Ignition System with Immobilizer • • • •

105,000-Mile Tune-Up Interval* • • • •

  Transmission

5-Speed Automatic Transmission
Gear Ratios: 1st: 2.563, 2nd: 1.552, 3rd: 1.021, 4th: 0.727 (0.767 with VCM),  • • • •
5th: 0.520 (0.595 with VCM), Reverse: 1.846, Final Drive: 4.428    

Body/Suspension/Chassis

Unit-Body Construction • • • •

MacPherson Strut Front Suspension • • • •

Multi-Link Double Wishbone Rear Suspension • • • •

Stabilizer Bar (mm, front)  23.0 23.0 23.0 24.0

Variable-Assist Power Rack-and-Pinion Steering • • • •

Steering Wheel Turns, Lock-to-Lock 3.44 3.44 3.44 3.44

Steering Ratio 16.2 16.2 16.2 16.2

Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb (ft.) 36.7 36.7 36.7 36.7

Power-Assisted Ventilated Front Disc/Solid Rear Disc Brakes (in.) 11.6/12.3 11.6/12.3 11.6/12.3 11.6/12.3

Wheels  16" w/Full Covers 16" Alloy 16" Alloy 460mm Alloy

All-Season Tires 235/65 R16 103T 235/65 R16 103T 235/65 R16 103T 

MichelinRPAXRSystem Run-Flat Technology7    235-710R 460A 104T 

Interior Measurements

Headroom (in., front/middle/rear) 40.9/40.0/38.4 40.9/40.0/38.4 39.2/39.6/38.4 39.2/39.6/38.4

Legroom (in., front/middle/rear) 40.8/40.0/41.1 40.8/40.0/41.1 40.8/40.0/41.1 40.8/40.0/41.1

Shoulder Room (in., front/middle/rear) 63.5/63.1/61.2 63.5/63.1/61.2 63.5/63.1/61.2 63.5/63.1/61.2

Hiproom (in., front/middle/rear) 57.0/64.4/48.5 57.0/64.4/48.5 57.0/64.4/48.5 57.0/64.4/48.5

Cargo Volume (cu. ft., behind 3rd row) 38.4 38.4 38.4 38.4

Cargo Volume (cu. ft., behind 2nd row) 91.1 91.1 91.1 91.1

Cargo Volume (cu. ft., behind 1st row) 147.4 147.4 147.4 147.4

Passenger Volume (cu. ft.) 171.4 171.4 168.3 168.3

Seating Capacity 7 8 8 7

  Exterior Measurements

Wheelbase (in.) 118.1 118.1 118.1 118.1

Length (in.) 201.0 201.0 201.0 201.0

Height (in.) 68.8 70.0 70.0 70.0

Width (in.) 77.1 77.1 77.1 77.1

Track (in., front/rear) 66.7/66.8 66.7/66.8 66.7/66.8 66.7/66.8

Curb Weight (lbs.) 4378 4475 4537 4634

Weight Distribution (%, front/rear) 55/45 55/45 55/45 55/45

Towing Capacity 9 (lbs.) 3500 3500 3500 3500

*Does not apply to fluid and filter changes. See your owner’s manual for details.

Safety LX  EX  EX with Leather Touring

3-Point Seat Belts at all Seating Positions • • • •

Front 3-Point Seat Belts with Automatic Tensioning System • • • •

Adjustable Seat Belt Anchors (Front- and 2nd-row) • • • •

Dual-Stage, Dual-Threshold Front Airbags (SRS) • • • •

Front Side Airbags with Passenger-Side 
Occupant Position Detection System (OPDS) • • • •

3-Row Side Curtain Airbags with Rollover Sensor • • • •

Advanced Compatibility EngineeringT (ACET) Body Structure • • • •

Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS) • • • •

Electronic Brake Distribution System (EBD) • • • •

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSAR) with Traction Control • • • •

Brake Assist • • • •

Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) with Location and Pressure Indicators    •

Side-Impact Door Beams • • • •

Lower Anchors and Tethers for Children (LATCH) 
(2nd row: outboard, 3rd row: middle) • • • •

Child-Proof Rear Door Locks • • • •

Immobilizer Theft-Deterrent System • • • •

  EPA Mileage Estimates10/Capacities

5-Speed Automatic (City/Highway) 19/25 19/25 20/28 20/28

Crankcase (qt.) 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3

Coolant System (qt.) 10.2 10.2 10.2 10.2

Fuel (gal.) 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0

Required Fuel Regular Unleaded Regular Unleaded Regular Unleaded Regular Unleaded

  Exterior Features

Power Moonroof   • •

Power Sliding Doors Manual • • •

Power Tailgate    •

Fog Lights    •

Two-Speed/Variable Intermittent Windshield Wipers • • • •

Intermittent Rear Window Wiper/Washer • • • •

Remote Entry System • Programmable Programmable Programmable

Security System Accessory • • •

Body-Colored Dual Power Mirrors Black Heated Heated Heated

Heat-Rejecting Glass • • • •

Rear Privacy Glass • • • •

Alloy Wheels Accessory • • PAX

Roof Rails  • • •

Body-Colored Rear Roofline Spoiler with Integrated Brakelight Black • • •

Multi-Reflector Halogen Headlights • with Auto-Off with Auto-Off with Auto-On/Off

Body-Colored Parking Sensors (front/rear)    •

Body-Colored Side Molding Black • • •

Body-Colored Tailgate Garnish • • • Chrome

5-mph Impact-Absorbing Body-Colored Bumpers • • • •

Comfort & Convenience

Air Conditioning with Air-Filtration System (manual, front and rear) •   

Tri-Zone Automatic Climate Control  Manual Rear Manual Rear •

Power Windows with Auto-Up/Down Driver’s Window (front and 2nd row) • • • •

Power Door and Tailgate Locks • • • Programmable

Electronic Cruise Control • • • •

Steering Wheel-Mounted Audio Controls  • • •

Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel and Shift Knob    •

Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation SystemT with Voice Recognition    Available with DVD Available with DVD
and Rearview Camera   Entertainment System Entertainment System



odyssey specifi cations & features
Comfort & Convenience (continued) LX  EX  EX with Leather Touring

Honda DVD Entertainment System   Available Available with Navigation

HomeLinkRRemote System4   • • •

Retractable Center Tray Table with Bag Hooks • • • •

Automatic Day/Night Rearview Mirror    •

Driver’s and Front Passenger’s Illuminated Vanity Mirrors • • • •

Conversation Mirror with Sunglasses Holder  • • •

Sunglasses Holder •   

Map Lights (all rows) • • • •

Instrument Panel-Mounted Shifter • • • •

Power Adjustable Pedals    •

Adjustable Steering Column • • • •

Beverage Holders (# per row: 1st/2nd/3rd) 8/4/3 8/4/3 8/4/3 8/6/3

Upper and Lower Glove Compartments • • • •

12-Volt Power Outlets (2 front, 1 rear) • • • •

115-Volt Power Outlet (3rd row)    •

In-Floor Storage (2nd row) • with Lazy Susan with Lazy Susan with Lazy Susan

Removable Center Console (2nd row)    •

Seatback Pockets (front row) Passenger-Side • • •

Seatback Pockets (2nd row)  • • •

Passenger-Assist Grips (all rows), 2nd row with Coat Hooks • • • •

Integrated Sunshades (2nd row)  • • •

Coin Box • • • •

Remote Fuel Filler Door Release • • • •

Front Door Courtesy Lights  • • •

Rear Window Defroster with Timer • • • •

Rear-Seat Heater Ducts • • • •

Floor Mats • • • •

Cargo Net  • • •

Cargo Area Light • • • •

Rear Storage Well • • • •

Cargo Area Tie-Down Anchors (6 total) • • • •

Cargo Area Bag Hooks (8 total) • • • •

Seating

Driver’s Seat with 8-Way Power Adjustment  • • Two-Position with Memory

Driver’s Seat with Manual Lumbar Support  • • •

Adjustable 2nd-Row Seats with Armrests and Walk-in Feature • • • •

Stowable 2nd-Row PlusOne SeatT  • • 

One-Motion 60/40 Split 3rd-Row Magic SeatR • • • •

Leather-Trimmed Seats and Door-Panel Inserts (front and 2nd row)   • •

Heated Front Seats   • •

Head Restraints at all Seating Positions • • • •

  Audio Systems

120-Watt AM/FM/CD Audio System with 4 Speakers •   

120-Watt AM/FM/XMR-Ready3/6-Disc In-Dash CD Changer Audio System
with 6 Speakers • •

360-Watt AM/FM/XM-Ready3/6-Disc In-Dash CD Changer Premium Audio System 
with 7 Speakers including Subwoofer    

•

XM Satellite Radio6   on Navigation/DVD models on Navigation/DVD models

Integrated Glass Antenna • • • •

Instrumentation

Programmable Multi-Information Display    •

Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) Indicators    •

Maintenance Minder System Indicator • • • •

Corner and Backup Sensor Indicator    •

Miles to Empty Indicator    •

Compass    •

Exterior Temperature Indicator  • • •

Door-/Tailgate-Open Indicator Light • • • •

Low-Fuel Indicator Light • • • •

Low-Oil-Pressure Indicator Light • • • •

Tachometer • • • •

1Car and Driver, June 2004. 22004 The Complete Car Cost Guide,T IntelliChoice, Inc. www.intellichoice.
com. 3 XM subscription sold separately. Standard audio system is prewired to accept the dealer-installed 
accessory XM Satellite Radio hardware. XM Satellite Radio is available only in the 48 contiguous United States. 
The XM name is a registered trademark of XM Satellite Radio, Inc. See your Honda dealer for subscription 
details. 4HomeLinkR is a registered trademark of Prince Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Johnson 
Controls.T

5Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System is available only in the 48 contiguous United States on 
select EX and Touring models with DVD entertainment system. 6XM subscription sold separately. XM Satellite 
Radio is available only in the 48 contiguous United States. The XM name is a registered trademark of XM Satellite 
Radio, Inc. See your Honda dealer for subscription details. 7Note: All comparisons were made between 
MichelinR Tires. Michelin and PAX are registered trademarks of Michelin North America, Inc. 8©2004 Zagat/
Survey, LLC. Zagat Survey is a registered trademark of Zagat/Survey, LLC. 9Requires surge-type or electric 
trailer brakes, load-distribution hitch and transmission oil cooler. Refer to the owner’s manual for additional 
towing information. 10 Based on 2005 EPA mileage estimates. Use for comparison purposes only. Actual mileage 
may vary. 11 Total range is based on EPA-calculated mileage estimates. The range of your vehicle may 
vary. 12 3-Year/36,000-Mile Limited  Warranty: Ordinary maintenance or adjustments, parts subject to normal 
wear and replacement, and certain items are excluded. See your Honda dealer for terms and conditions of this 
limited warranty. Always use seat belts and appropriate child seats. Children 12 and under are safest 
when properly restrained in the rear seat. Specifications, features, illustrations and equipment shown in 
this brochure are based upon the latest available information at the time of printing. Although descriptions 
are believed to be correct, accuracy cannot be guaranteed. American Honda Motor Co., Inc., reserves the right 
to make changes at any time, without notice or obligation, in colors, specifications, accessories, materials and 
models. Some features mentioned herein are not available in all areas. See your Honda dealer for details. 
Some vehicles may be shown with optional equipment. Available = Optional. NA = Not applicable. All images 
contained herein are either owned by American Honda Motor Co., Inc., or used under a valid license. It is a 
violation of federal law to reproduce these images without express written permission from American Honda 
Motor Co., Inc., or the individual copyright owner of such images. Honda Financial Services is a DBA of American 
Honda Finance Corporation. Honda, the H-mark symbol, Honda Care, Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation 
System, ACE, Advanced Capability Engineering, Drive-by-Wire Throttle System, i-VTEC, Magic Seat, 
PlusOne Seat, Variable Cylinder Management, VCM, VSA and VTEC are trademarks of Honda Motor Co., Ltd. 
©2004 American Honda Motor Co., Inc.



At Honda, support and assistance are always at the ready. Your 

dealer’s team of trained technicians is there to help keep your 

Honda car or truck in superb shape. Any Honda accessories 

installed at the time you buy your vehicle are covered under 

the 3-year/36,000-mile new-vehicle limited warranty.9 And 

if you need more information or assistance with our products, 

please don’t hesitate to give us a call at 1-800-33-Honda.

Honda CareT is a highly affordable, comprehensive vehicle 

and travel protection plan backed by Honda reliability, service 

and parts. Please see your dealer for all the details.

Whether you buy or lease a Honda vehicle, Honda Fınancial 

Services can assist you with the process. Please ask your dealer 

which lease or purchase plan best suits your needs.

Go for the LX Convenience Package to add a security 

system, a leather steering wheel cover and a roof rack. If 

installed at the time of vehicle purchase, accessory packages 

are covered by Honda’s 3-year/36,000-mile limited warranty.12

The dealer installed EX Sports Package can begin the transformation 

of your Odyssey into an action-oriented machine. It adds versatile roof-rack 

crossbars, a fog-light kit and an automatic day/night rearview mirror.

Accord Sedan

Insight

Pilot

CR-V

S2000

Civic Si

Element

Accord Hybrid

Civic Hybrid

Civic Sedan

Civic Coupe

Dealer-Installed Accessory Packages

Exterior / Interior Colors LX EX EX with Leather Touring

Desert Rock Metallic Ivory Ivory Ivory Leather Ivory Leather
Midnight Blue Pearl Gray Gray Gray Leather Gray Leather
Nighthawk Black Pearl   Ivory Leather Ivory or Black Leather
Ocean Mist Metallic  Gray Gray Leather Black Leather
Redrock Pearl Ivory Ivory Ivory Leather Ivory Leather
Sage Brush Pearl Olive or Ivory Olive or Ivory Olive or Ivory Leather Olive or Ivory Leather
Silver Pearl Metallic Gray Gray Gray Leather Gray or Black Leather
Slate Green Metallic  Olive or Gray Olive or Gray Leather Olive or Black Leather 
Taffeta White Ivory Ivory Ivory Leather Ivory Leather

Accord Coupe

odyssey colors & accessories

Or have your dealer install the EX Lifestyle Package and treat 

yourself to extras like a handy PlusOne console for the second-row 

seats, a cargo container and an automatic day/night rearview mirror.


